Accountability for forced labor in a globalized economy

Lessons and challenges in litigation, with examples from Qatar
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“The possibility of changing one’s destiny is the single driving force that pushes people into precarious journeys all across the globe.”
—Shahidul Alam
I. Introduction

Close to 25 million people in the world are currently in forced labor, according to figures of the International Labour Organization (ILO). Among the most vulnerable in society, they often include women and children, people with little to no formal education, and migrants. Most migrant workers come from marginalized situations, setting out abroad with the hope of earning an income to feed themselves and their families. For many, reflects activist Shahidul Alam, “migration offered an opportunity to change their lives. It was risky, uncertain and certainly hard, but it was a risk they were prepared to take. The absence of choice made the choice simple.”

The topic of forced labor has received increased public attention through reporting on the massive expansion of construction projects in Qatar ahead of the 2022 FIFA World Cup. However, the phenomenon of forced labor is not limited to the Gulf region, which represents only 1.4% of the total forced labor registered worldwide, compared to 66.6% in the Asia-Pacific region. The highest prevalence is found in the Asia-Pacific region (4 people per 1,000) and in Europe and Central Asia (3.6 people per 1,000). While current heightened attention on the Gulf risks distorting the perception of the global extent of the problem, it has, at the same time, produced a significant amount of data and analysis that can facilitate further interventions for change in the Gulf region and beyond.

This report discusses the findings of the European Center for Constitutional and Human Rights’ (ECCHR) investigation into labor abuses and forced labor in the construction sector in the Gulf, with a focus mainly, though not exclusively, on Qatar. It focuses on the legal responsibility of companies, specifically European transnationals, for forced labor along their labor supply chains. It discusses possibilities for holding these actors accountable and structural reasons why cases of labor exploitation and forced labor often enjoy impunity. Based on these findings, using our research from Qatar as an example, it makes suggestions for civil society advocates and other stakeholders, including companies and governments, on how to move forward in the struggle to eliminate forced labor and other forms of extreme labor exploitation.
II. Research into forced labor in the Gulf region

METHODOLOGY

Our investigation focused on transnational companies from Europe that cause or contribute, either directly or indirectly, to forced labor or other labor abuses in the Gulf. It examined the viability of legal interventions that aim to end impunity and provoke change in the systems upholding such human rights violations. In total, approximately 60 current and former migrant workers were interviewed, mainly from the construction and hospitality sectors, as well as a number of investigators, activists, journalists and civil society members.

Our investigations both in Qatar, as a country of migrant worker deployment, and in states of origin, such as Pakistan, Nepal and India, presented difficulties for the collection of forensic evidence. Certain interviews were also conducted with migrant workers who had been employed in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) or Saudi Arabia. In states of origin, it was difficult to find migrant workers who had kept relevant documents to prove their work history and conditions, such as pay slips, contracts, receipts of recruitment fees, etc.

In Qatar, in contrast, the fear of losing their jobs prevented many workers from speaking out against the companies under investigation. In one instance, when corporate security officers scanned through a café where interviews with migrant workers were being taken, workers got worried and refrained from discussing their situation. Others later retracted their testimonies.

FINDINGS: ABUSES

Our results confirmed that serious problems, as also described by many reports from civil society organizations, investigative journalists and UN bodies in recent years, still continue, and that certain conditions allow these abuses to persist.

Illegal fees and corruption

Of the workers interviewed, many paid high recruitment fees. For example, a security guard from Bangladesh who now earns a salary of €280 per month paid a recruitment fee of €3,525. Sometimes both the employers and the recruitment agents facilitated by migrant workers’ extreme dependence on their employers and recruiters, and (II) structural conditions that allow these abuses to persist.
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Workers frequently accept these last-minute job changes because their visa is often only valid for a specific employer. Without a job, they would lose their visa and, without a visa, they risk detention, deportation or having to return to their families empty-handed and still indebted.

Inability to change one’s employer

In most Gulf States, workers are fully dependent on the employers who sponsor their visa and residence permit. To change their employer, migrant workers need the initial employer’s approval in the form of a “non-objection certificate” (NOC), which employers can withhold without justification. As one of the migrant workers interviewed stated: “I would change my job, but they don’t give an NOC. You have to go, exit the country, stay away from your employer.” If a worker leaves without the employer’s approval, he or she is considered an “absconder” and could be criminally charged, risking not only detention and deportation, but also being blacklisted, with little chance of being recruited again for the same or another employer.

Salaries

Migrant workers’ salaries are often delayed and paid after unlawful deductions. This is particularly problematic because workers often depend on these salaries for the monthly maintenance of entire families with children at home. Further, their debt repayments, if not met, can incur penalties from the money lenders.

In Qatar, employees do not require the employer’s approval to change their job under the following circumstances: (1) if the duration of the contract has been completed (limited/unlimited formal term contract), or if the employee has completed a term of five years with the employer (unlimited/unlimited contract); (2) if the employer terminates the employment; or (3) in case of breach of contract by the employer, the Labour Department and National Human Rights Committee will assist the employee for a temporary employment transfer.

In 2014, the Qatari government’s Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy announced that the contractors engaged in FIFA projects have to reimburse workers’ salaries and, in case of breach of contract by the employer, the Labour Department and National Human Rights Committee will assist the employee for a temporary employment transfer.

In 2015 (amending Labour Law No. 14 of 2004), it provides that salaries shall be paid at least once a month, other workers shall be paid at least once every two weeks. The salary shall be transferred to the worker’s account as a financial institution in Qatar. If not, the salary is deemed to not have been paid. Article 7 of the law foresees a fine in case of violations.
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MIGRANTS’ JOURNEY

Research into forced labor in the Gulf region
the UAE. He went to court, won a labor case against his employer, but still remains with-out compensation since the judgment was not enforced. Domestic workers, mostly women, face an even harder situation in terms of vulnerability to abuse and exploitation, as the new labor law in Qatar explicitly excludes domestic workers from its remit.\textsuperscript{24} In addition to labor abuses, many domestic workers face physical and sexual abuse. Their access to information, support and remedy is particularly curtailed, as they tend to live in controlled spaces, in the private houses of their employers, with barely any freedom of movement, limited free time and restricted phone and internet access.

As a positive step in April 2018, the ILO opened an office in Qatar to work with the government and other stakeholders to improve employment conditions and recruitment practices for migrant workers, ensure timely payment of wages, strengthen labor inspection and occupational safety and health standards, enhance protection from forced labor and give workers a voice in labor-related matters.\textsuperscript{25}

Corruption in the recruitment chain

Studies and interviews with expert organizations on migration from Nepal, the Philippines, the United States and India confirmed that corruption and so-called “kickbacks”\textsuperscript{26} are widespread along migrant labor recruitment chains, extending from employers’ human resources departments through government agencies and local recruitment agencies down to the village level.\textsuperscript{27} Corruption not only increases workers’ financial burden, but also erodes accountability structures and access to justice.

To summarize, a number of elements work together to hold migrant workers in a situation of exploitation. Underlying structural conditions ensure that the situation persists unchallenged.

INTERPRETATION: THE PROBLEM AND THE SYSTEM THAT SUSTAINS IT

These findings should be seen within a broader economic analysis. Forced labor is driven by the dynamics of a market-oriented global economy that is not specific to Qatar or the Gulf region. Labor supply chains are structured in a way that dissociates transnational corporations from labor abuses on the ground, while also increasing their risk of being directly linked to forced labor through their business relationships.

Since 2010, when Qatar won the bid to host the 2022 FIFA World Cup, the country’s labor practices have been in the international public eye. Qatar is a monarchy with considerable wealth due to natural resources. This attracts investors and, in turn, creates a high demand for migrant labor. Labor immigration to Qatar is regulated by the so-called kafala system, variations of which also exist in other Gulf States. Some media and civil society reports have referred to the kafala system as “medieval” and to Qatar as a “slave state,” implying that the causes of forced labor lie in the “particularities” of Qatar’s culture and law, dissociated from the policies and practices of international investor companies.

However, most of the labor abuses that we identified are caused by conduct that is illegal both under Qatari law and the laws of many states of origin. For example, high recruitment fees and corruption are illegal in Qatar and most countries of origin. Many of the country violations like involuntary passport retention, the substitution of contracts and hiring by deceit are all formally outlawed in Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the UAE. Yet, our research confirms that companies frequently disregard such local laws, which means that “modern slavery” is not a problem particular to certain states, regions or “cultures,” but is a problem for which companies are also responsible. Companies that benefit from labor exploitation are from and operate all over the world. The core market dynamics of supply and demand apply to a worldwide labor marketplace. In countries like Bangladesh, India, Nepal or Kenya, there is a growing number of “working poor,” who are not only poor in terms of money, but also education, skills-training, access to health, sanitation and so on. These various factors of exclusion make them vulnerable to labor exploitation. If they are offered a job abroad, away from their families, for a salary of no more than €400 a month, many will accept. As expressed by a Kenyan migrant worker in Doha:

“Had no option. When you find yourself between a rock and a hard place, you take the option at hand.”

In the eyes of a market-driven globalized enterprise, migrant workers seem like an endless supply of cheap labor. This supply is not simply the consequence of poor people looking for work, just as poverty is not a “natural” phenomenon. Both poverty and the production of a global work force vulnerable to forced labor are socially and economically constructed conditions to feed a demand for cheap labor that ensures the profitability of certain economic sectors.\textsuperscript{28}

The labor supply chain

On the labor demand side in Qatar, the multi-million-euro contracts for the construction of the 2022 FIFA World Cup infrastructure have been awarded to transnational companies, for example from China, South Korea, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and Europe, such as Vinci, Porr, Besix and ACS.\textsuperscript{29} These companies remain dissociated from the places where workers’ human rights are abused because they operate through complex transnational business structures. For example, a transnational company might:

- create a foreign local subsidiary to legally operate in another country;
- become the majority shareholder of a local company to control its business operations and ensure the initial investment generates the desired returns;
- enter into a joint venture with one or more partners, who then receive the tender for a construction project;
- hire subcontractors to execute certain tasks, including the hiring of employees, which subcontractors often outsource to yet another firm;
- work with one or more – sometimes thousands of – suppliers of materials and services;
- establish a franchise model\textsuperscript{30} that allows each local franchisee to operate the business according to their own guidelines.


See Business and Human Rights Resource Centre’s research project on construction workers in the Gulf here: www.gulftracker. business-humanrights.org/gulf.

More common in the hospitality than in the construction sector.
CONSTRUCTION LABOR SUPPLY CHAIN

Direct hiring of workers is the exception. To minimize legal and operational responsibilities, many tasks are outsourced. Employers of construction workers might be third or fourth-tier subcontractors of a main contractor. Recruitment is often delegated to a network of recruitment agencies that may include local manpower companies, recruiters based in countries of origin and local subagents. Government agencies in both origin and destination states may fail to regulate, monitor and enforce recruitment and labor standards.

In sum, the problem of forced labor is created by many actors, over whom the main contractors at the top do not always have a full overview. The longer the chain of outsourcing, the higher the risk of encountering labor rights infringements along it. Back in Europe, transnational companies claim that it is nearly impossible for them to track this process. This may be true, but by participating in a system that allows them access to labor at a minimal cost, they might be third or fourth-tier subcontractors of a main contractor. Recruiters in destination states are often subcontractors of a recruiter in origin states. While governments in destination states may fail to regulate recruitment and labor standards, they often fail to monitor or improve the recruitment and labor conditions in their own origin states, such as in sub-Saharan Africa.

In cases at the domestic level that have not involved transnational companies, NGOs have achieved important successes through Public Interest Litigation. In Nepal, for example, the Supreme Court has issued orders to the government to introduce reforms to curb forced labor, such as decentralizing the process of building and realizing a litigation project should aim to generate positive impacts for victims and survivors, such as self-empowerment, reclaiming agency, transforming a victimizing experience, undoing injustice and shifting the system.

In cases at the domestic level that have not involved transnational companies, NGOs have achieved important successes through Public Interest Litigation. In Nepal, for example, the Supreme Court has issued orders to the government to introduce reforms to curb forced labor, such as decentralizing the process of building and realizing a litigation project should aim to generate positive impacts for victims and survivors, such as self-empowerment, reclaiming agency, transforming a victimizing experience, undoing injustice and shifting the system.

State responsibility has also been successfully addressed in international fora, such as the European Court for Human Rights** and the Court of Justice of the Economic Community of West African States.** Both venues have provided important clarification regarding the concept of forced labor in international law.

Corporate actors have been addressed in several domestic legal cases, mainly in common law jurisdictions. The case of David vs Signal International** marked an important achievement, as a US construction company had to compensate Indian migrant workers for forced labor. The relatively simple corporate structure of the company and the fact that the case was located in only one jurisdiction contributed to the workers’ success. Other cases have been rejected** or questioned** at admissibility level in domestic jurisdictions, often because transnational business relationships were not considered to sustain a liability argument.

To date, there have been several transnational attempts to bring corporate actors to justice for forced labor in the Gulf. FIFA has been called to respond in an OECD complaint proceeding** and was also a defendant in a civil action in Switzerland filed by Dutch trade union FNV together with a migrant

III. Legal accountability of transnational corporations and access to justice

This chapter discusses the legal basis and procedural viability of transnational litigation against corporations in their home country for forced labor that occurs in their globalized supply chains abroad. This transnational focus is needed to address the globalized economic structures that sustain forced labor complementing strategic litigation actions that address state responsibility or local corporate actors in domestic forums.

We will focus on transnational litigation options that directly address human rights violations rather than other approaches in commercial, tax or anti-corruption law. We believe that victims and survivors of human rights violations should be at the center of human rights litigation. While a legal proceeding against a transnational corporation might be difficult to win in the courtroom, the process of building and realizing a litigation project should aim to generate positive impacts for victims and survivors, such as self-empowerment, reclaiming agency, transforming a victimizing experience, undoing injustice and shifting the system.

State responsibility has also been successfully addressed in international fora, such as the European Court for Human Rights* and the Court of Justice of the Economic Community of West African States. Both venues have provided important clarification regarding the concept of forced labor in international law.

Corporate actors have been addressed in several domestic legal cases, mainly in common law jurisdictions. The case of David vs Signal International marked an important achievement, as a US construction company had to compensate Indian migrant workers for forced labor. The relatively simple corporate structure of the company and the fact that the case was located in only one jurisdiction contributed to the workers’ success. Other cases have been rejected or questioned at admissibility level in domestic jurisdictions, often because transnational business relationships were not considered to sustain a liability argument.

To date, there have been several transnational attempts to bring corporate actors to justice for forced labor in the Gulf. FIFA has been called to respond in an OECD complaint proceeding and was also a defendant in a civil action in Switzerland filed by Dutch trade union FNV together with a migrant

** Interview with Migrant Forum Asia on 5 November 2010.
* Adhikari vs KBR (US District Court for the Southern District of Texas, Civil action No. 4:16-CV-2478 (Adhikari II), to be distinguished from the parallel case against the local company, Adhikari vs. David & Partners (Civil Action No. 4:09-CV-4237)).
* Annya vs Nevan Resources Ltd. (Supreme Court of British Columbia, 2016 BCSC 1836).
+ Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The case was concluded with an agreement by both parties on a continued engagement on several topics, including FIFA’s use of leverage towards actors in Qatar, labor inspections, and a complaint mechanism for workers (www.tuacoecdmneguidelines.org/CaseDescription.asp?id=185).
worker from Bangladesh, which was rejected as inadmissible.** Meanwhile, the French construction giant Vinci was subjected to criminal investigations in France for forced labor on construction sites in Qatar.** However, these actions remain few and far between, with no positive precedents generated so far.

We will now look into the legal basis of such actions against forced labor in the Gulf, as well as their procedural and forensic hurdles.

**BASIS FOR LIABILITY IN INTERNATIONAL LAW**

The exploitative labor conditions we found in the Gulf can amount to forced labor. Forced labor is prohibited by the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)* and the two fundamental ILO Conventions on Forced Labor (C-29 and C-105),** as well as further international instruments. The ILO defines forced labor as: **“all work or service which is exacted from any person under the menace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered him (or her)self voluntarily.”**

Whether or not someone offers him (or her)self voluntarily for work must be assessed by all relevant circumstances.** Workers do not offer themselves for work voluntarily when an employer takes advantage of their vulnerability in order to exploit them.** Thus, in most cases, deception of migrant workers regarding expected salaries invalidates consent, as it increases their vulnerability, particularly when they have significant debts. This means that recruitment malpractice, such as high recruitment fees and deception, creates a concrete risk of forced labor. Confiscation of passports, restricting access to wages, withholding legal residence papers with the resulting risk of detention or deportation and not providing an exit permit or non-objection certificate all can amount to the menace of any penalty, constitutive of forced labor.

Forced labor and other extreme forms of labor exploitation of migrant workers go hand in hand with human trafficking. Human trafficking is the process through which individuals are placed or maintained in an exploitative situation for economic gain, such as forced labor.** The home states of many transnational corporations engaged in managing construction sites in the Gulf, as well as many migrant workers’ states of origin, have ratified the relevant ILO Conventions, the ICCPR and the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime.**

These human rights conventions pose obligations on the state parties to respect and not violate human rights, to protect from abuses by third parties and to fulfill the enjoyment of human rights through positive measures. In that respect, individuals can file complaints before the UN Human Rights Committee against a state under the ICCPR, if the respective state has signed the Optional Protocol to the ICCPR. Qatar, for example, has not.** The UN Special Rapporteurs on contemporary forms of slavery, on the human rights of migrants and on trafficking in persons can also be approached to request country visits, act on individual cases and send communications to states to highlight violations and abuses connected with forced labor. At the ILO level, member states, ILO delegates or the ILO Governing Body – but notably, not the affected individuals themselves – can file a complaint against another member state for not complying with the ILO Convention on Forced Labor.**

---


** On 31 January 2018, the public prosecutor closed the investigations. Sherpa, the organization that was involved in filing the complaint, has announced that it will file a criminal indemnification to refer the case to an investigative judge.

* Article 8 of the Covenant prohibits forced labor.

** See for Qatar’s ratifications of the respective conventions: www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:11200:0::NO:
P11200_COUNTRY_ID:103429

* ILO Convention No. 29 (1930).

** Chondroyi et al vs Greece, Decision of 30 March 2017, p. 96.

** Ibid.


* Saudi Arabia has ratified the Protocol with a reservation to Article 6(3)(d), Article 7(1), and stated that it is not bound by Article 12(2) of the Protocol. Qatar and the UAE have acceded to the Protocol with similar reservations. Saudi Arabia and the UAE are not state parties to the ICCPR. Qatar acceded to the ICCPR stating that it was not bound by Articles 3 and 23 A, making exceptions for the application of Sharia law, and stating that in relation to Qatar’s interpretation of the term “trade unions” and all related matters of Article 22, this shall be in line with the Labor Law and national legislation and that it reserves the right to implement the article in accordance with such understanding. Qatar’s accession is a positive step as Qatar is now legally obliged to respect, protect and fulfill the range of rights guaranteed by the ICCPR for everybody within its territory, without discrimination – which includes the hundreds of thousands of migrant workers currently building its World Cup infrastructure, or employed as domestic workers.

* Status of ratification of all countries available at: www.indicators.ohchr.org/.

However, this publication will not discuss the international human rights mechanisms available to address state responsibility in detail, but instead focus on transnational litigation against transnational corporate actors. The mentioned human rights conventions do not pose obligations on private companies, nor do they provide mechanisms for legal accountability. Yet, non-binding international human rights standards for private companies do, of course, exist. The 2011 United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGP) confirm that corporations have a responsibility to respect — but not to protect or fulfill, like states — human rights. That means they must help prevent human rights abuses, including forced labor, and provide remedy for such abuses if they occur. This responsibility applies not only to the relevant company or its corporate group, but to all of its business relationships: subsidiaries, subcontractors, agents, joint ventures and suppliers.

The UNGPs explain what is expected of companies in terms of human rights due diligence, also in cases where companies are not directly committing human rights abuses, but contributing to them. Human rights due diligence is a continuous practice, consisting of four steps:

**HUMAN RIGHTS DUE DILIGENCE**

**ACCOUNT**
by communicating efforts internally and externally

**ASSESS**
actual and potential adverse human rights impacts

**TRACK**
effectiveness of responses

**ACT**
to prevent and mitigate identified risks and remedy actual and potential human rights impacts

The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises provide a soft law complaint mechanism against companies in case of human rights abuses. Communities and individuals affected by corporate activities can submit their complaints to the competent mechanism, the National Contact Point. Most European states have such a Contact Point and can receive complaints against European multinationals. The National Contact Point provides for a specific instance procedure, aiming at resolving the conflict through dialogue or recommendations. This procedure does not provide for legal accountability in the strict sense, which is the focus of the following sections.

**BASIS FOR LIABILITY IN DOMESTIC CRIMINAL LAW**

Situations of labor exploitation in Qatar might amount to several crimes under domestic laws in companies’ home states, as well as migrant workers’ destination and origin states. Despite the existence of relevant legislation, however, other hurdles may obstruct accountability.

The crime
Most, if not all domestic legal orders criminalize forced labor and human trafficking.

If the facts of a case do not fulfill all elements of the crime of forced labor or human trafficking, they might still qualify as another crime. For example, in the case of contract substitution, a person signs a binding recruitment agreement and accrues debts under the false impression that they will receive a much higher salary upon arrival in Qatar than they will eventually earn. This could amount to fraud, generally defined as tricking a person into financial decisions detrimental to their own interest.

As another example, health and safety incidents like work accidents are not directly constitutive of forced labor, but they may — depending on the case — qualify as manslaughter or bodily harm caused by negligence.

Those responsible
When assessing if a transnational actor, whether an individual or a corporation, is criminally liable for a crime in its domestic jurisdiction, it is necessary to identify which specific conduct of theirs contributed to the commission of a crime. An employer who hires and keeps workers under exploitative conditions might be directly committing the crime of forced labor. However, business partners who effectively facilitate, encourage or instigate forced labor (aiding and abetting), or who do not prevent the crime from occurring when it lies within their power to do so, might also be held criminally liable.

Many companies are indirectly involved in forced labor and might still be complicit.

What conduct qualifies as effectively facilitating, encouraging, or instigating a crime like forced labor? Although the law is often expected to give clear-cut answers, legal definitions are abstract and need to be substantiated with good arguments, based on the facts of each case. Two critical arguments for proving criminal liability involve demonstrating that the facts of a case show that company officers (1) had knowledge of the risks and (2) did, in effect, help or encourage the direct perpetrator, e.g. the employer.

**CRIMINALIZATION OF FORCED LABOR AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING - EUROPEAN LEGAL ORDERS COMPARED**

In domestic legal jurisdictions, the definitions of the crimes of forced labor and human trafficking may differ from their definitions under international human rights law.

Under German criminal law, the labor exploitation component, set out in Articles 232-233 of the German Criminal Code, which applies extra-territorially, does not correspond to the provisions of the ILO Convention No.29 or the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons. German law considers labor conditions to be exploitative only when they are in a “striking disproportion” to labor conditions of workers with similar employment. As such, this provision covers fewer cases and seems unsuited to address situations of generalized exploitation, which can be found for unskilled and low-skilled migrant workers in the construction or domestic labor sectors in Qatar or other Gulf countries, where there is no comparable national work force.

In the United Kingdom, the 2015 Modern Slavery Act (MSA) contains its criminal provision on forced labor with an explicit reference to Article 4 of the European Convention on Human Rights, which prohibits slavery and forced labor. The MSA applies to crimes committed abroad, including where a person is trafficked from country x to country y and enters or leaves the UK.

In Spain, under Article 311 of the Spanish Criminal Code, which applies extraterritorially, all imposition — through deceit or abuse — of conditions that may jeopardize working or social conditions constitutes a criminal offence. This includes all sorts of violations of legally or contractually established labor rights. Violence or intimidation are aggravating circumstances.

In the Netherlands, Article 270 (1)(f) of the Dutch Criminal Code criminalizes the act of profiting from exploitation. Based on this provision, in the Netherlands in November 2018, a criminal complaint was filed against a Dutch company that bought products from a Polish manufacturer where migrant workers were employed under severe labor conditions. (More on the case at www.prakkenoliveira.nl/en).
Legal accountability of transnational corporations and access to justice

**Article 3 of the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons (2003), defines trafficking in persons as**

"the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs."

For example, assuming a worker has been trafficked into forced labor, then:

The **recruiter and sub-recruiter** may be responsible for trafficking, but also for aiding and abetting forced labor, if they knew or were informed beforehand about the risk of forced labor.

The **contractor** of a sub-contractor who exploits workers is not criminally liable if the contractor does not know that the sub-contractor uses forced labor. However, lack of knowledge is no longer an excuse if such knowledge is brought to the contractor’s attention, for example by an NGO report, a lawyer or investigative journalist. Whether the contractor has facilitated or encouraged forced labor will depend on the specific setup of the business relationship. This is where whistleblowers can be very important.

For a **main contractor** who works with a large web of sub-contractors in several tiers, the required level of closeness to the direct perpetrator to show facilitation or encouragement, thus triggering criminal liability, may not exist. However, lack of knowledge of one’s own supply chain and the forced labor risks within it still breaches human rights due diligence standards.

In a **joint venture**, the diversification and delegation of tasks might be such that one joint venture partner is in charge of hiring and managing the labor force for the entire project. However, a joint venture relies on mutual cooperation precisely because each partner needs the others to implement a project. Thus, if forced labor cases are brought to the attention of any of the partners and they remain unresponsive, even if they are not the partner in charge of the labor force, criminal liability may arise on the basis of effective facilitation or encouragement.

Where a **parent company** effectively controls its subsidiary both financially and operationally, the mere knowledge of management in the parent company of a human rights abuse occurring at the subsidiary’s level might lead to criminal liability of the parent company.

**Procedural and forensic challenges**

The particular challenges of criminal proceedings for human rights litigators are:

**Various jurisdictions**: In transnational forced labor cases, relevant facts must often be investigated in several jurisdictions. For example, in Nepal, a worker was recruited through the illegal charging of fees. The employer in the destination country, say, Qatar, might have sent an officer to coordinate the recruitment process in Nepal and, as such, might have knowledge of the illegal charging of fees. The labor abuse might only occur in Qatar. Whether a transnational contractor, parent company or joint venture partner knew of or supported this practice might still have to be investigated in its home country, for example Italy, where the company has its offices, with relevant documentation or witnesses. In practice, the absence of mutual legal assistance treaties greatly hampers the ability of prosecutors in home states, states of origin and destination states to obtain evidence from other jurisdictions.

**Availability of evidence**: Illegal practices may not be documented. For example, pay slips might show correct salary amounts, despite illegal salary deductions by employers. Similarly, workers may not receive receipts for the payment of
illegal recruitment fees. Where there is no documentary evidence, one has to rely on witness testimonies. Workers are often key witnesses, but frequently do not feel free to give comprehensive accounts of their experiences due to fear of reprisals for incriminating their employer, recruiter or relevant contractor.

**Complexity of corporate structures:** Where not only the direct employers/recruiters are examined, but also complex business relationships, it can require specialized corporate investigation skills, as well as transnational judicial assistance.

**Lack of corporate criminal liability:** Not all legal systems provide for corporate criminal liability. In these cases, criminal actions need to be individualized, which runs counter to the way corporations function, namely through the diversification of tasks and responsibilities. A complex situation of forced labor or trafficking may be the result of many individual actors in various units of a business network.

**Prosecutorial discretion:** Prosecutors have high workloads and must prioritize. The described difficulties at the investigative level may lead a prosecutor to decide according to Qatari tort law. While tort law differs from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, the basic ground rules are largely equivalent in common law and civil law jurisdictions. Because many states retained the legal systems imposed by colonial powers, rules like the standard of care in tort law, equivalent to that of a “reasonable person” in both common and civil law systems, can be seen “as a universal rule that applies between people, business and public bodies.”\(^\text{7}\) One can see another for damages if the other has breached a duty of care, i.e. not observed the necessary due diligence, and as a foreseeable consequence, has caused harm to the plaintiff.

**BASIS FOR LIABILITY IN CIVIL LAW**

Civil law regulates the relations between private persons. A worker who suffers abuses during recruitment or at work might first consider suing their recruiter or employer, respectively. Yet, often such cases do not yield much success, particularly if the defendant is not financially solvent or the judgement is not effectively enforced.

In addition to recruiters and employers, transnational litigation can also address corporate actors further up the supply chain. This is appropriate if one aims – as is the case with strategic litigation – to provoke structural changes, given that structural change is not a matter for migrant workers’ countries of origin alone. Companies’ supply chains should also be addressed: local and transnational contractors, parent companies and joint ventures that win tenders and outsource the project work and, with it, the responsibility towards workers.

**Tort law**

Labor law generally does not apply outside the relationship between employer and employee.\(^\text{19}\) For labor cases seeking to address other actors in the supply chain, tort law is generally the option available. For example, if the Nepali worker in the example above filed a tort case against the Italian joint venture partner of her Qatari employer, an Italian court would hear the claim and it was foreseeable, the plaintiff must show that the defendant had knowledge of or was notified of the breach of duty prior to the occurrence of the harm. According to the law of torts, the defendant must have been aware of the existence of the duty of care, its scope, and its consequences, and must have been able to control the risk of breaching it. In some cases, for example the Philippines, joint and several (individual) liability rules apply in such a way that a worker can sue their recruiter for claims against a foreign employer.\(^\text{24}\) C. van Dam, “Tort Law and Human Rights: Brothers in Arms on the Role of Tort Law in the Area of Business and Human Rights” (2011), 2 JETL 221, p. 237.

Human rights abuses often involve harm in the sense of tort law, where the concept of harm not only relates to financial or economic damage, but can also include moral damage, such as pain and suffering.\(^\text{25}\) Deprivation of freedom of movement, loss of property, or loss of health will, of course, produce harm. Even though this harm cannot be undone through financial means, the rules of tort law provide for the possibility of compensation for damages.

For cases of labor exploitation that occur in the supply chain, the question arises whether, next to the employer, also the (transnational) main contractor, parent company or joint venture partner has breached its duty of care, or, in other words, whether it has failed to apply the relevant due diligence standards. The applicable due diligence standards can be found in laws, but also in relevant soft-law standards or customary practice.\(^\text{26}\) In that respect, it is arguable that a judge should – in line with the state’s duty to protect and provide effective remedy – acknowledge that the human rights due diligence standards of the UNGPs can be applied (next to statutory provisions) to show whether the transnational corporation has breached its duty of care along the supply chain. How the UNGPs can work in practice will be discussed in the next chapter.

Those responsible

When assessing if a transnational actor, whether an individual or a corporation, is responsible and can be held liable for damages incurred by a migrant worker, it is necessary to determine whether this actor has breached its duty of care towards the migrant worker. The content of this duty varies from actor to actor:

- An **employer**’s duties of care towards their employees are described in the applicable labor law.

- A **parent company** that exercises de facto control over its subsidiary also owes a duty of care to the subsidiary’s workers, as established through jurisprudence.\(^\text{27}\)

- A **main contractor** that works with a network of sub-contractors in several tiers has a due diligence obligation under the UNGPs to know the supply chain and make the best possible use of his or her leverage to help prevent and mitigate human rights abuses. This might include mandatory stipulations in supplier contracts – at least with its first tier partners, closest to them in their supply chain – against forced labor and recruitment malpractice, accompanied by effective sanctioning mechanisms.

- A **recruiter**, under joint liability and several (individual) liability rules applicable in some jurisdictions, must respond to claims brought against the foreign employer.

For a tort action to be successful, the **plaintiff** carries the burden of proof and must show that the defendant – the employer, recruiter, or company (executive) – did not observe the applicable due diligence obligations and, hence, breached a duty of care that resulted in a foreseeable harm. To prove that the harm was foreseeable, the plaintiff must show that the defendant had knowledge of the risks.

**Human rights litigators and labor rights organizations** can investigate a specific supply chain and inform all relevant actors within it about forced labor risks and incidents. They can challenge corporations on their human rights.
due diligence processes, which should have prevented them from committing or contributing to human rights violations for which they could be held liable under tort law.

Procedural and forensic challenges

Access to justice: Migrant workers are often not aware of their rights or the possibility that they can file a court case for abuses suffered. Moreover, costs of legal representation may be prohibitive, particularly considering existing debts and other obligations. For transnational cases involving multiple jurisdictions, a network of lawyers with a wide range of legal expertise will have to collaborate with each other, which increases effort and costs.

Fear of repercussions: For most workers, becoming a plaintiff in a tort case is not an attractive prospect, as they are intimidated and fear losing their job and being blacklisted from future work. Procedures can be lengthy and there are few encouraging precedents of successful tort cases.

Evidence: Evidentiary challenges were already highlighted under the section on criminal law. These challenges are aggravated in civil law cases because it is the workers, as plaintiffs in civil suits, who bear the heavy burden of proof, which often fails to reflect their lived realities. Migrant workers might not know the exact name of their employer, much less the names of contractors. Some may not remember the names of their recruiters or have relevant paper work. Illegal payments often leave no paper trail. Even more difficult for workers is proving the concrete relations between recruiters, employers, contractors and parent companies. Discovery is not available in several jurisdictions and, where it is, it is difficult to handle without expert assistance.

Statute of limitations: Limitation periods in tort actions are often between one and two years only. This is too short to organize a transnational legal action that requires investigations in several countries, in different languages and with evidentiary challenges as described.

Lack of enforcement: If the defendant company has become insolvent or has transferred its assets to another country by the time the case is won, the worker may never see compensation.

STRUCTURAL OBSTACLES TO ACCOUNTABILITY AND ACCESS TO JUSTICE

During the research for this report, none of the cases in which we identified serious rights infringements would make a suitable case for strategic litigation. This is not because the workers we interviewed failed to remember relevant details, but due to structural factors:

Workers’ vulnerability and lack of access to justice: As highlighted before, many workers who are forced into labor are vulnerable at multiple levels, with their jobs being existential for them. This dependency and a lack of information about their rights and remedies often prevents them from bringing legal claims in response to labor abuses.

No trade unionization: Not only are migrant workers unable to organize in trade unions in Qatar, but also in many other countries, including in Europe. They may be prohibited from joining unions by law, or they may be prevented from doing so by their lack of legal residence status or formal labor contracts. As a consequence, they frequently lack access to training, collective action platforms and support for complaints. Trade unions can be valuable partners in strategic litigation cases for advocacy reasons and, particularly in cases of forced labor, can play an important role in counteracting structural disadvantages by strengthening workers through collective action. The inaccessibility of trade unions structurally perpetuates workers’ vulnerability to forced labor and labor exploitation.

Corporate risk diversion through globalized business structures: The diversification of business structures, from shareholding to outsourcing, is used as an incentive for investment by reducing risks through decentralization. The flipside of this is that actors in and evidence of exploitation and abuse are spread out across different units and even jurisdictions with little to no transparency. This makes it practically impossible to identify, attribute and prove individual actions and responsibilities.

THE ROAD TO JUSTICE

In the Philippines, for example, the rules on evidence put the burden on the employer to prove payment when the worker alleges non-payment for the reason that it is the employer who is in possession of pay-slips, and other related documents. Migrant workers might not know the exact name of their employer, much less the names of contractors. Some may not remember the names of their recruiters or have relevant paper work. Illegal payments often leave no paper trail. Even more difficult for workers is proving the concrete relations between recruiters, employers, contractors and parent companies. Discovery is not available in several jurisdictions and, where it is, it is difficult to handle without expert assistance.

IV. Moving forward: Suggestions

A complex situation with multiple causes requires a multi-actor and multi-level approach. Many different actors are engaged in the struggle against forced labor, from international trade union organizations to local migrant organizations, governments, inter-governmental organizations, lawyers and investigative media, as well as workers and corporations themselves. What this study offers to all of them is a clarification of the international standards of legal accountability for forced labor along corporate supply chains, with a special focus on transnational business relations and structural obstacles for workers' access to justice. This chapter offers suggestions on how to move forward despite these obstacles. It offers ideas to a variety of stakeholders for responding to the challenges of a transnationally organized economy.

FROM ACCOUNTABILITY TO COMPLIANCE

Thanks to the increased level of public reporting about forced labor in the Gulf region, transnational construction companies in Europe and elsewhere are becoming more aware of the problems in their supply chains and their duty to help eliminate them. Today, no corporate director in the construction sector can claim ignorance of the risks involved in using complex corporate structures and supply chains. Indeed, companies have increasingly embraced the incorporation of human rights due diligence practices into their management, as required by the UNGPs, but also by binding legislation like the EU Non-Financial Reporting Directive (2014/95/EU), the UK Modern Slavery Act (2015) and France’s Due Diligence Law (2017).

These laws oblige companies to develop systems to manage human rights risks, including in their supply chains. As detailed in the UNGPs, although a single actor may not be able to change an entire system, each actor must analyze its role and leverage, and develop its potential to contribute to long-term sustainable change. Yet, highly diversified business models can make it difficult for companies to act in accordance with the required human rights due diligence standards because companies do not always have a full overview of or control over every aspect of their supply chain. In addition, companies often do not see themselves as wielding relevant influence over or bearing legal responsibility for recruitment practices and labor conditions in their supply chain. When supply chains become too complex to control, legal remedies lose their capacity to serve as an effective corrective for corporate human rights abuses. This is when prevention, meaning human rights risk management through due diligence, becomes the main instrument for companies to ensure respect for human rights.

Sectors that rely on outsourcing their operations, such as construction, agriculture, food-processing, hospitality, garments, electronics and domestic or care work are known to be risk sectors for forced labor.61 As shown, bad recruitment practices specifically increase these risks for forced labor. Hence, a company that operates through outsourcing in these sectors and continues to do business as usual, without verifying and acting upon bad recruitment practices in its supply chain, not only sustains the conditions for forced labor, but also risks complicity.

Even if the sub-agent of a recruiter in a rural province in India falsely promising a particular salary to an unskilled laborer may be at fault, this does not erase the responsibility of a transnational enterprise at the other end of the chain. The responsibility to perform human rights due diligence applies to recruiters, employers and any business partners of an employer that benefit from low labor costs in keeping prices for projects or final products down.

Recruitment practices are an issue for every compliance department in these companies. In assessing compliance with human rights due diligence, prevention efforts must be effective:

- General policies without monitoring or enforcement mechanisms are not enough;
- A policy that is only designed to cover one’s own direct employees will not be suited to identifying and addressing risks for third party employees further down supply chains;
- Whistleblowing mechanisms that are only offered to employees and are not made accessible to persons within the supply chain and the general public are inadequate;
- A statement of corporate compliance with due diligence standards, such as an MSA Statement in the UK, that does not mention the risks of bad recruitment and corruption62 is an indicator of insufficient supply chain risk awareness;
- Proclaiming an expectation of fair recruitment, but not paying a recruitment agency the real cost of recruitment is clearly contradictory;
- A company that cannot show how it responds to high corruption risks in its supply chains and to the increased challenges where activities are undertaken in different jurisdictions lags behind its accounting responsibilities;
- If a company does not respond to the lack of access to justice for aggrieved workers, including subcontracted ones, through facilitating support or alternative grievance mechanisms, it lacks a relevant monitoring mechanism.

This exemplary rather than exhaustive list of indicators can help trade unions and NGOs publicly monitor corporate human rights performance and engage with companies.

---

61 LeBaron et al., supra note 26, p. 47.

62 MSA statements in the UK are limited in their scope. In addition, there is no provision for these to be challenged from the perspective of a third party.
CORPORATE HUMAN RIGHTS DUE DILIGENCE APPLIED

Transnational responses should begin with connecting international human rights standards, namely those elaborated in the UNGPs, with local realities. Below, and informed by suggestions from peers and partners, we offer concrete suggestions for filling out the abstract principles of the UNGPs with specific content in relation to forced labor and human trafficking.

Human rights due diligence consists of a continuous procedure involving four major steps. For a transnational corporation with complex corporate structures and supply chains, and operating in a sector with a high risk of forced labor, such as construction, this can translate as follows:

ASSESS human rights impact

- Identify the supply chain and assess whether there are concrete risks of labor exploitation and forced labor along it;
- Conduct a study on real costs of recruitment.

HUMAN RIGHTS DUE DILIGENCE ALONG THE SUPPLY CHAIN

ACT upon the findings

- Insert clauses into contracts with contractors and suppliers that allow for the imposition of fines or termination of contract upon findings of labor exploitation. Such clauses should also establish direct legal effect for the affected employees of the suppliers, so as to give them the right of legal action also against the contractors;
- As a minimum, apply the “employer pays” principle in relation to recruitment fees and be prepared to show how it is implemented;
- Build long-term relationships with recruiters and cover the real costs of recruitment;
- Include real costs of recruitment into bidding proposals;
- Until non-objection certificates are effectively abolished, provide them unconditionally;
- Allow freedom of association and organizing, as trade unions and work committees can help remedy and reduce the vulnerability of workers;
- Honor first-instance contracts and recruitment promises made to workers;
- Address the problem of demand letters and visa sales, e.g. by establishing a chain of custody, monitoring and sanctions;
- Establish recruitment standards for your own as well as sub-contracted labor, which could include:
  - Not hiring from countries where high fees are legal and making this policy public to motivate respective governments to move on the topic;
  - Working with ethical recruiters and obtaining expert advice from trade unions and migrants’ rights organizations;
- Transparency in labor supply chains;
- Direct hiring.

TRACK the impact of measures

- Do not overly rely on social audits, as these carry a number of conceptual and practical risks;**
- To reduce limitations of audits, encourage better quality through liability clauses in contracts with auditors, and complement audits with other verification methods, especially for non-auditable issues like corruption and the effectiveness of grievance mechanisms;
- Proactively ask workers (including sub-contracted ones) about fees, debts, contract substitution (without requiring proof) and the withholding of legal documents;
- Establish independent worker-organized grievance mechanisms that include protection for migrant workers and allow structural problems to be identified and addressed in a structural rather than case-by-case manner;
- Enforce contract clauses upon findings of labor exploitation.

ACCOUNT for human rights risk management

- Collaborate with trade unions on labor inspections with the power to impose sanctions;
- Advocate for the registration of sub-agents until a “critical mass” of sub-agents are registered and can exert pressure on unregistered competition through peer monitoring.


63 These include several peer reviewers and conversations with BWI related to this report, as well as recommendations made in Segall and Labowitz, supra note 6.

This list can serve as a pool of arguments for workers, migrant organizations, trade unions, litigators, corporations, governments and other relevant stakeholders. We do not pretend to offer a comprehensive scheme, but rather wish to encourage and inspire stakeholders, including litigators, civil society advocates and companies, to develop ideas further.

SUGGESTIONS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS LITIGATORS AND CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS

Transnational human rights litigation in business and human rights is still a rather young field, in which learning and growing is an everyday experience. ECCHR wants to share lessons and challenges we have faced to improve litigation options and access to justice in the future. We suggest:

Building genuinely collaborative transnational working relationships: These relationships should involve genuine partnerships with local migrant organizations, trade unions, investigators and lawyers from the various jurisdictions involved. Local civil society structures are the most likely to ensure sustainability in the work towards change. Their spaces of action are increasingly threatened, precisely because their work is so powerful. For litigators from the Global North, it is important to deconstruct perspectives that view local actors as merely “support structures” for transnational strategic litigation projects. Litigation should not only use local actors’ knowledge, data and analytical expertise, but should be designed to serve and support their causes and demands. Local actors should demand the deconstruction of existing power imbalances and inequalities, and the construction of a common framework for collaboration.

Work transnationally: Support the transfer of successful milestones to other countries. While legislation and judicial review remain in the domestic domain, many actions can be copied or adapted in various jurisdictions in parallel, even if they require a certain level of adjustment. Sharing of experiences and knowledge between organizations and lawyers of different jurisdictions should be supported.

Use the networks at the earliest point: When considering a case for transnational strategic litigation against a corporation, it is important to liaise with different experts – and to build and maintain a broad and diversified network of such experts – as early as possible. The forensic standards of evidence for litigation against private actors as well as the use of various legal orders is new and challenging for human rights activists and litigators who are used to addressing state responsibility. Clarifying these questions at an early stage may be relevant for the viability of a case for the purposes of transnational litigation.

Develop the UNGPs: They are abstract principles that need to be filled with content. This is an opportunity for civil society stakeholders to claim this definitional power.

SUGGESTIONS FOR TRADE UNIONS

Trade unions can have an impact locally, but also transnationally through global unions and regional trade union federations. This power can be used to act for and in solidarity with those migrant workers who are prevented from organizing.

Include migrant workers in trade unions: The plight of forced laborers goes far beyond the construction sector in the Gulf. Across the world, construction work is one of several sectors with a high risk of labor abuses, next to agriculture, forestry, fishing, textiles and domestic work. Across these sectors, it is often migrant workers who are at risk of forced labor and, due to their conditions as migrants, are unable to organize collectively. They may be prohibited from joining unions by law, or may be prevented due to the lack of legal residence status or formal labor contracts. Their exclusion from collective organizing will perpetuate the precariousness of labor conditions in these risky sectors.

Connect the local and the global: Trade unions can coordinate strategies and campaigns globally, across workers’ destination and origin countries, and corporations’ home states. They should also work with their relevant global unions or regional trade union federations. Specifically in Qatar, the ILO and international trade union federations are doing an important job and filling a much-needed role there by negotiating with transnational companies and the government. For this, they need the support from national unions who have the power to exert pressure on the central headquarters of transnational corporate groups and to strengthen broader trade union federations’ work.

Advocate for mandatory standards: Because of their experiences, knowledge and skills, trade unions are well placed to work towards mandatory recruitment standards, effective monitoring mechanisms and effective access to remedy. This could be done within their spaces of participation, such as worker councils, management councils and global networks for companies, with the aim of improving standards along the entire labor supply chains of a corporate group. The main challenge will be to extend the scope of action to include those workers who are currently deprived of direct labor protections in the global labor supply chain system.

Include questions related to access to remedy in pre-departure trainings for migrant workers: Trade unions in migrant workers’ countries of origin can empower current and prospective members seeking to work abroad by training them on their rights in destination states and explaining what information is relevant for proving a case of exploitation or abuse, including ways to document abuses for further forensic use.

Make human rights compliance a union interest: Trade unions have an interest in ensuring sound corporate risk management, good governance and corporate compliance. They can use their power to be involved in processes within companies that determine how compliance and human rights due diligence are handled in all units of these transnational companies.

SUGGESTIONS FOR STATES OF ORIGIN OF MIGRANT WORKERS

Some states of origin of migrant workers are strongly engaged in improving conditions and protecting the interests of their citizens who work abroad. However, the broad scope and structural dimensions involved in the business of cheap labor recruitment pose a particular challenge in terms of resources for monitoring and enforcement. States of origin can:


Enter into publicly accessible bilateral agreements and Memoranda of Understanding with destination states of migrant workers and home states of transnational companies in order to contribute to the protection of migrant workers through mandatory and enforceable regulations. They should also offer dispute resolution mechanisms for workers and provide for mutual judicial assistance.

Prosecute those charging illegal recruitment fees, this will serve as deterrence. Due to the transnational aspect of the conduct involved, states should consider establishing specialized investigation units for transnational and corporate investigations.

Include questions on access to remedy in pre-departure trainings for migrant workers, as well as information about how to prove and document your case of exploitation and abuse, for further forensic use. Offer the option for workers to grant a Power of Attorney to their respective origin state’s embassy by default.

Adopt joint and several liability of the employer and the recruitment agencies for all claims of migrant workers arising from their overseas deployment. It will also allow migrant workers to pursue their claims against a foreign employer or recruiter after they have returned home.

Strengthen regulations to license recruiters through national laws: Monitoring systems and accessible complaint mechanisms should be in place to address incompliances.

Extend mutual judicial assistance, not only in the field of anti-corruption, but also for criminal and civil proceedings and the execution of foreign court orders.

**SUGGESTIONS FOR DESTINATION STATES OF MIGRANT WORKERS**

Enter into bilateral agreements to enhance migrant workers’ protection, see the first recommendation under “Suggestions for states of origin.”

**Strengthen enforcement and labor inspection:** Ensure enforcement of the criminalization of passport confiscation and effectively abolish all requirements for exit permits and non-objection letters from one’s employer. Enforce existing domestic laws that grant protection to migrant workers and guarantee them equal treatment and access to effective remedy. Consider establishing specialized investigation units for transnational and corporate investigations.

**Guarantee freedom of association and collective bargaining:** This should be guaranteed for all workers, including migrant workers.

**Intensify efforts in the field of mutual judicial assistance:** This should not only apply to anti-corruption cases, but also to other criminal and civil proceedings, especially with states from which migrants or investments and business partnerships originate.

**Introduce and implement uniform standards for the construction sector:** to provide for an even playing field for competitors. Procurement requirements should include ensuring labor rights and proper labor conditions so that companies that take living-wage salaries and international labor standards seriously will not be undercut in bidding competitions.

**Strengthen regulations for licensing recruiters through national laws:** Monitoring systems and accessible complaint mechanisms should be in place to address incompliances.

**Avoid double standards,** when it comes to labor rights protection, for example between sectors, or between national and foreign workers.

**SUGGESTIONS FOR HOME STATES OF TRANSNATIONAL COMPANIES**

Regulate extraterritorial activities of the economic sector: Extraterritorial obligations need to be regulated to ensure that human rights abuses are not outsourced to third countries. Recent regulations and proposals to regulate corporations focus on transparency. However, these should also include information about business relationships and must resolve the tension between the public interest in transparency for the sake of securing access to remedy versus private interests in keeping these relations secret from competitors.

**Adopt mandatory human rights due diligence and liability legislation.**

Include agreements on mutual judicial assistance in bilateral economic cooperation agreements: These agreements should not only apply to the field of anti-corruption, but also to other criminal and civil proceedings.

Investigate and prosecute transnational corporations for forced labor: Corporations that are involved in or benefit from forced labor or other forms of labor exploitation abroad, should be investigated and prosecuted. Due to the transnational conduct involved, establishing specialized investigation units for transnational and corporate investigations should be considered.